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Performance 1 mos. 3 mos. FYTD 1 Yr. 3 Yrs. 5 Yrs. SI 

Net of fees (%) 1.74 3.25 -1.66 4.62 8.21 7.14 6.42

Benchmark (%) 0.37 1.09 3.26 4.19 2.08 1.51 1.54

Outerperformance (%) 1.37 2.16 -4.92 0.43 6.14 5.63 4.88

WHOLESALE CLASS

FUND DESCRIPTION
PIMCO TRENDS Managed Futures Strategy Fund is an alternative 

investment strategy that seeks to capture momentum across major asset 

classes including equities, interest rates, commodities and currencies. The 

strategy follows a disciplined trading approach informed by PIMCO’s 

proprietary quantitative analytics and by PIMCO’s market knowledge. 

Additionally, the strategy draws upon our global trading platform and active 

fixed-income management to add additional sources of value to our clients.

INVESTOR BENEFITS
Return: Attractive potential return in a low-return world

Independent: Seeks to profit from market moves in any direction

Crisis alpha: Aims to provide diversification during risk market sell offs

THE FUND ADVANTAGE
PIMCO TRENDS Managed Futures Strategy Fund offers three distinct 

advantages. First, PIMCO’s global trading platform adds value to a multi-

asset class strategy such as managed futures through improved execution, 

actively managed roll strategies for futures positions, and a fully integrated 

risk management of futures and collateral positions. Second, PIMCO’s 

active fixed income management seeks to generate additional returns from 

the collateral portfolio, while managing risk and meeting the collateral needs 

of the strategy. Finally, PIMCO’s market knowledge is used to refine the 

quantitative approach. Markets and contracts traded are influenced by 

PIMCO’s bottom-up and top-down views.

RISK PROFILE
Unit value can go up as well as down and any capital invested in the fund 

may be at risk. The fund may invest in non-U.S. and non-eurozone 

securities which involve potentially higher risks including currency 

fluctuations and political or economic developments. These may be 

enhanced when investing in emerging markets. Funds that invest in high-

yield, lower-rated securities, will generally involve greater volatility and risk 

to principal than investments in higher-rated securities. The fund may use 

derivatives for hedging or as part of its investment strategy which may 

involve certain costs and risks. Portfolios investing in derivatives could lose 

more than the principal amount invested. For more details on the fund’s 

potential risks, please read the Prospectus and Key Investor Information 

Document.
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The PIMCO TRENDS Managed Futures Strategy Fund (“TRENDS”) is designed to target 12% long -
term volatility, relative to a 10% long-term volatility target in public funds following similar strategies in 
the United States and the PIMCO Global Investor Series UCITS platform. Accordingly, losses may be 
higher in this fund, and the higher volatility target should be considered in reference to any 
presentation of historical performance for the PIMCO TRENDS Managed Futures Strategy Composite 
or funds pursuing similar strategies.

PIMCO TRENDS Managed Futures 
Strategy Fund

Investment Statistics

Fund Duration （yrs） -0.83

Benchmark Duration (yrs) 0.12

Key Facts

Bloomberg Ticker -

ISIN AU60PIC96598

APIR PIC9659AU

Inception date 13 December 2018

Distribution Annually 

Management Fee¹ 1.50% p.a.

Portfolio Managers Matt Dorsten, Graham Rennison

Total Net Assets 217.3 (AUD in Millions)
¹In addition to the Management Fee there may be other fees and costs 

associated with an investment in this fund. For a detailed explanation on 
fees and costs please refer to the Product Disclosure Statement.

About the benchmark
The Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bills Index is an unmanaged 
index representative of the total return performance of 
Australian money market securities.  It is not possible to 
invest in an unmanaged index.

Investment adviser
PIMCO Australia Pty Ltd

For questions regarding the PIMCO Funds, please call 1300 
113 547 or email investorservices@au.pimco.com. Retail 
investors should contact their Financial adviser

PIMCO AUSTRALIA FUNDS | AS OF 31 MARCH 2024 

Distributions (DPU) FYE 2023 FYE 2022 FYE 2021 FYE 2020 

Annual Distributions - 0.08377 0.23147 0.05016  

Past distributions are not an indication of future distributions
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All investments contain risk and may lose value. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, inflation risk, and liquidity risk. The 

value of most bonds and bond strategies are impacted by changes in interest rates. Bonds and bond strategies with longer durations tend to be more sensitive and volatile than those 

with shorter durations; bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise, and low interest rate environments increase this risk. Reductions in bond counterparty capacity may contribute 

to decreased market liquidity and increased price volatility. Bond investments may be worth more or less than the original cost when redeemed. Inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) issued 

by a government are fixed income securities whose principal value is periodically adjusted according to the rate of inflation; ILBs decline in value when real interest rates rise. 

Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) are ILBs issued by the U.S. government. Equities may decline in value due to both real and perceived general market, economic 

and industry conditions. Commodities contain heightened risk, including market, political, regulatory and natural conditions, and may not be appropriate for all investors. The value 

of real estate and portfolios that invest in real estate may fluctuate due to: losses from casualty or condemnation, changes in local and general economic conditions, supply and 

demand, interest rates, property tax rates, regulatory limitations on rents, zoning laws, and operating expenses. Mortgage- and asset-backed securities may be sensitive to 

changes in interest rates, subject to early repayment risk, and their value may fluctuate in response to the market’s perception of issuer creditworthiness; while generally supported 

by some form of government or private guarantee, there is no assurance that private guarantors will meet their obligations. Investing in foreign-denominated and/or -domiciled 

securities may involve heightened risk due to currency fluctuations, and economic and political risks, which may be enhanced in emerging markets. Currency rates may fluctuate 

significantly over short periods of time and may reduce the returns of a portfolio. Private credit and equity strategies involve a high degree of risk and prospective investors are 

advised that these strategies are appropriate only for persons of adequate financial means who have no need for liquidity with respect to their investment and who can bear the 

economic risk, including the possible complete loss, of their investment. Management risk is the risk that the investment techniques and risk analyses applied by PIMCO will not 

produce the desired results, and that certain policies or developments may affect the investment techniques available to PIMCO in connection with managing the strategy.

The PIMCO Trends strategy may utilize quantitative models as part of implementing its investment strategies. The models evaluate securities or securities markets based on certain 

assumptions concerning the interplay of market factors. Models used may not adequately take into account certain factors, may not perform as intended, and may result in a decline 

in the value of your investment, which could be substantial.

All $ amounts referenced are in USD and source citations are PIMCO unless stated otherwise. This publication is intended to be general advice only. Retail clients should seek 

advice from their financial adviser before making an investment decision.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Interests in any PIMCO fund mentioned in this publication are issued by PIMCO Australia Management Limited 

ABN 37 611 709 507, AFSL 487 505 of which PIMCO Australia Pty Ltd ABN 54 084 280508, AFSL 246 862 is the investment manager (together PIMCO Australia). This publication 

has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of investors. Before making an investment decision investors should obtainprofessional 

advice and consider whether the information contained herein is appropriate having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. Investors should obtain a copy of the 

Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and consider the PDS before making any decision about whether to acquire an interest in any PIMCO fund mentioned in this publication. 

PIMCO Australia has determined the target market for this product which is set out in the target market determination (TMD) published on our website. The current PDS and TMD 

can be obtained via www.pimco.com.au. This publication may include economic and market commentaries based on proprietary research, which are for general information only. 

PIMCO Australia believes the information contained in this publication to be reliable, however its accuracy, reliability or completeness is not guaranteed. Any opinions or forecasts 

reflect the judgment and assumptions of PIMCO Australia on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later change without notice. These should not be taken as a 

recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. All investments carry risk and may lose value. To the maximum extent permitted by law, PIMCO Australia 

and each of their directors, employees, agents, representatives and advisers disclaim all liability to any person for any loss arising, directly or indirectly, from the information in this 

publication. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission of PIMCO Australia. PIMCO is a 

trademark of Allianz Asset Management of America LLC in the United States and throughout the world. 

To the extent this publication includes references to Pacific Investment Management Co LLC (PIMCO LLC) and/or any information regarding funds issued by PIMCO LLC and/or its 

associates, such references are to PIMCO LLC (and/or it associates, as the context requires) as the investment manager of the fund, and not as the issuer of the fund. PIMCO LLC 

is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act 2001. PIMCO LLC is regulated by the Securities and 

Exchange Commission under US law, which differ from Australian law. PIMCO LLC is only authorised to provide financial services to wholesale clients in Australia.

©PIMCO, 2024.


